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.FIGURE
How Much You'll' Save with AO Safety Goggles

. Typical records show that even the slightest of eye injuries costs approximately
$15.00 (in lost time, idle machine time, medicaJ attention, etc.). Yet, accordingto the Society for the Prevention of Blindness, 9870 of all t:ye injuries (au be
prevented by the use of safely goggles.
AO Safety Goggles are saving sums like these: a manufacturer of electrical equipment
-$14,000
in two years; a large machinery maker-$44,000
annually. And in most
instances entire eye protection programs pay for themselves in six months to a year.
Why not look at your own eye injury costs, and figure what an adequate eye-protection program would save. As a help in figuring send for a copy of the new booklet
"Eye Accident Costs."
Write to BoxT.

American " Optic~

Safet Division
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Norton

Refractory Tubes are able 'to withstand

high temperatures

and to give long, economical

service in a variety of furnace operations.
cial, high temperature
"Pure

Oxide

For spe-

work we recommend our new

Refractories".

AlUNDUM* furnace

tubes, which are sintered alumina without any bond,
do provide greater refractoriness

and much longer

life. Thereby they greatly extend the utility of the
furnace tube line of Norton Refractories .
• ALUNDUM- Trade-mark

NORTON COMPANY'

Reg.

U. S. Pol. Off.

Worcester 6, Mass.
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BRINGING
from

the

NEW IDEAS TO YOU • ••

Laboratories

N THEIR work in the General Electric Flight
Test Laboratory,
people like Girl-Engineer
Marguerite Hartl, shown above, are bringing nearer
the day when you will fly in planes powered with
gas turbines. Once used only in fast jet-propelled
fighters, G-E gas turbines like the Propjet will soon
fly commercial airliners and perhaps your own
sports plane ...
Safer lighting of streets is a never-ending search
in the company's Illuminating Engineering Laboratory. Lighting Specialist Hal Breeding studies the
light pattern of a reflector on test ...
The day may not be far off when snowclouds
may be forced to drop their snow over ski slopes
rather than over your city. Vincent J. Schaefer of

I

MORE

GOODS

FOR

MORE

GENERALe

of General

Electric

the G-E Research Laboratory can change real clouds
as well as laboratory ones into snow ...
These are three of the many hundreds of men and
women who work in the 29 G-E laboratories to make
new ideas serve you. Some, like Mr. Schaefer, seek
fundamental truths for science. Others, like Mr.
Breeding, work to apply these truths in the making
of better products. Still others, like Mrs. Hartl, study
and test G-E products, the materials that go into
them and the machines by which they are made.
With the help of this large and well-equipped
laboratory team, General Electric carries further its
basic aims ... to make jobs secure and profitable
for its workers, to gain a fair return for its stockholders, and to make new and better products for
the public.
PEOPLE

AT

LESS

COST

ELECTRIC
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Products of the Cabot group of enterprises meet many of
the essential needs of American industry. One of these products is Pro-Vitamin A, for the fortification of foods and feedstuffs. Another is Chlorophyl, a coloring agent for soaps and
other products. Still another use for Chlorophyl, in an entirely
different field, is in the manufacture of air wicks. Chlorophyl
also has very definite therapeutic values.
For the rubber industry, Cabot is the world's largest producer of SRF Carbon Black. Yet SRF Black is but one of the
forty-one distinct grades of this important raw material produced by the Cabot organization for the rubber, ink, paint.
varnish and lacquer industries.
All maintain the same high characteristics.
In the manufacture of Carbon Black by the Channel process, for instance,
Cabot established the standards by which all other Channel
Blacks are judged. Emphasis always is on sustained high quality in all of the diversified Cabot production schedules.
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CABOT

a

CABOT CARBON CO.
TEXAS ELI' CARBON CO.
GENERAL ATLAS CARBON CO.
CABOT SHOPS, INC.
VALLEY VITAMINS, INC.
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GENERATOR ROTORS CAN
BE OPERATED SAFELY AT

125,000 RPM
Cunico is the newest addition to the Arnold high quality permanent
magnet line. It is a copper nickel cobalt alloy which has very high
coercive force. Ductile, machineable and malleable, Cunico can be
fabricated into a wide variety of simple and complex designs. Drawing, cutting, machining, punching and screw machine operations are
practical.
Cunico can be magnetized in any direction, and is most efficient
where a large cross section is available

to

produce sufficient total flux.

Generator rotors are a typical application. A relatively short length
is required to maintain the flux because of its high coercive force.

CUNICO CAN BE PRODUCED IN THE FOl·
LOWING SHAPES AND APPROXIMATE SIZES:
BARS -1f4" to 1'" square
STRIPS-2" maximum width x
.015" to .312" thickness
RODS - 1f4" to 1" in diameter
WIRE-No.2 to No. 24 AWG sizes
CASTINGS-Maximum section 1"
thick
,W,;'e roday lor delaHs.
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how

to br eze 18 pieces

into

6 units
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Here's Helpful Information
on both
heating
theories;
to select
of their

induction and dielectric
...
their principles and
where to use them; how
them; actual case histories
use. Write for your copy

today. Ask for B·3620.

Cutting costs by reducing assembly
time is a neat trick ... and here's
how you can do it with induction
heating.
The normal method of flame
brazing this three- piece, steel tube
assembly did as well as any other
technique then available. But pro·
duction was pitifully' slow. It took
minutes to complete one entire unit.
By designing a jig like the one
shown above, a simplified, efficient
system was found to do the job.
The fixture held 6 complete units
(18 separate pieces) in place firmly
while a standard
Westinghouse

•

20-kw generator
brazed all six
uniformly in 7 seconds! Final operation was so simple a girl could
easily handle the assembly and
brazing.
The beauty of electronic heating
is its unmatched ability to do all
types of heat-treating jobs quickly
... annealing, hardening, sinrering,
soldering,
curing, bonding
and
molding. Ask your Westinghouse
office today for all the facts on induetion heating and where it fits your
operations. Or write Westinghouse
Electric Corporation, P.O. Box 868,
Pittsburgh 30, Penna.
J-08J43
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SpirQI End Mills
Two lipped Spiral End
Mills-Small
Helix Angle
Two li pped Spira I
End Mills
long Spiral End Mills
long Two lipped Spiral
End Mills

•
extensive Brown & Sharpe line select the
end mill that meets your particular needs-a fast,
free cutting end mill that will give you maximum
production. There's a style and size for every job.
Brown & Sharpe Mfg. Co., Providence 1, R. I., U. S.A.
FROM THE

BROWN & SHARPE CUTTERS

Hevi Duty Electric Co.
Surges Transformers
With the acquisition
tric Company

of the Surges Elec-

of Milwaukee;

Hevi Duty

can now offer quality dry type air cooled
transformers

with or without tap chang-

ing switches

as well as special

formers

for special

requirements.

accelerated

program

will present

opportunities

production

transAn

of modernization
for increased

and good delivery schedules.

Write for Sultet;" 5-46}}
HAROLD E. KOCH '22,

President

elTON E. STAPLES'26, District MQnager,Cleve/ancl

THE TABULAR VIEW
Watery Chorus. - Turning from geophysical prospecting to oceanic prospecting during the war, MILTON
B. DOBRIN, '36, gives an excellent account (page 271) of
noises produced by a large number of species of fish,
shrimp, and other aquatic inhabitants. That such research was an important,
if somewhat unexpected,
necessity during the war may be surmised when it is
realized that about the only way a submarine commander gets information from out ide his ship's submerged hull is by underwater sound equipment. When
a hydrophone picks up strange sounds, it is highly important to know whether they are caused by enemy
ships, submarine mines, or lowly fish. Currently on
leave of absence from the Naval Ordnance Laboratory
to continue his graduate studies at Columbia University,
Mr. Dobrin has written a number of articles which have
appeared in The Review .
Nocturnal Survey. - Example of peacetime research
applied to problems of warfare is given by PROFESSOR
HAROLDE. EDGERTON,'27, who recounts for us (page
273) the military applications of electric-flash photography for night aerial reconnaissance. His article portrays an excellent example of the co-operation of sciences
to achieve a desired goal; for aeronautical engineering,
photographic engineering, and several branches of electrical engineering combined to adapt radar and electricflash techniques to the problem of ferreting out what the
enemy does at night. Dr. Edgerton, whose doctoral thesis on the hunting of synchronous motors led to the development of electric flash and stroboscopic light sources,
has long been known as an authority on photographic
techniques with microsecond exposures.
Blessed Sleep. - Frequent contributor to The Review,
DR. TENNEY L. DAVIS, '13, turns from the chemistry of
explosives to present an able, historical account (page
279) of the discovery of anesthesia, first publicly demonstrated in Boston's Massachusetts General Hospital a
bit over a century ago. Included in Dr. Davis' survey are
comments on the historical documentation of this famous discovery as recorded in recent publications. Dr.
Davis' retirement from the professorship of organic
chemistry at M.LT. in June, 1942, has not-curbed his
activities. Between 1941 and 1943 he produced three
volumes on The Chemistry of Powder and Explosives and
now directs research for National Fireworks, Inc.
On the Other Foot. - The self-criticism' which we
directed at ourselves during the war in sometimes providing too little equipment too late, seems to have afflicted the Germans as well as the Allies. At least, this is
the case with some of the guided missiles which ..were in
the development stage when the war ended, as confirmed in the article by WILLYLEY (page 281). Distressing as are these grim developments, they serve as reminders of the alternatives of failure of the peace treaties
now processing. Mr. Ley i~ well known to Review readers not only as a writer on topics of science and engineering but as a research worker at the Washington Institute
of Technology.

